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Abstract. The transmission systems of bicycles are multi-speed systems to
satisfy different kinematic requirements. The transmission system of a
bicycle can be the external changing-speed system or internal multi-speed 
system. A complete multi-speed transmission device of a bicycle must 
contain multi-speed gear unit, control device, and operating device. This 
paper focused on the systematic design and prototype manufacturing of 
multi-speed transmission device of a bicycle. Based on the results of 
kinematic design and meshing efficiency analysis, the systematic design of 
six-speed transmission device was carried out and prototype was
manufactured to verify the design theorem.

1 Introduction
Because of the advantages of light weight, cheap, and pollution-free, bicycles become the 

more and more popular. They can be used as exercising machines and traffic vehicles. A
complete multi-speed transmission device of a bicycle, shown in figure 1, must contain
multi-speed gear unit, control device, and operating device.

Fig. 1. Multi-speed transmission device of a bicycle.

Planetary gear trains are commonly used in various transmissions due to the reason of 
compact size, light weight, and multi-degrees of freedom.  One of its applications is used as 
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multi-speed transmission device of the bicycle. This paper focused on the systematic design 
and prototype manufacturing of multi-speed transmission device of a bicycle. The research 
subjects of planetary gear trains can be kinematic analysis, kinematic design, and meshing 
efficiency analysis. Traditionally, the kinematic analysis of planetary gear trains can be 
accomplished by tabular method or vector method. However, the procedures of such 
methods are complicated and tedious, often induce human errors. Fundamental circuit 
method [1-2] is a logical method for the analysis the angular velocities of all links of 
planetary gear trains. However, train value method [3-4] is the simplest one that is used for 
the kinematic analysis of planetary gear trains. According to the kinematic analysis, many 
studies focused on the kinematic design [5-8] of planetary gear trains for specified 
engineering purpose. The meshing efficiency of planetary gear train is an important factor 
of planetary gear train. There are some studies focused on the meshing efficiency analysis  
of planetary gear train. Based on the latent power method [9-14], the meshing efficiency of 
planetary gear train can be analyzed. 

By referring to the train value equation of planetary gear train, the kinematic design 
algorithm of the multi-speed planetary gear unit was proposed. Based on the latent power 
theorem, the meshing efficiency equation of planetary gear unit was derived. Then, 
according to the meshing efficiency of ordinary gear pairs [15-17], the meshing efficiency 
of six-speed planetary-gear unit was analyzed. Finally, the engineering design of six-speed 
gear unit (including control device) was accomplished and the corresponding prototype was
manufactured to verify the design theorem. In this paper, the control device and operating 
device were also designed.

2 Train value equation
For a planetary gear train, shown in figure 2, let us denote the first sun gear as i, the last 

sun gear as j, and the carrier (arm) as k, respectively, the train circuit can be denoted as (i, j;
k).  The relationship among ωi, ωj, and ωk can be expressed as:

0)1( =−+− kjijjii ωξωξω                                        (1)

Fig. 2. Planetary gear train.

where ξji is the train value of sun gear j to sun gear i. The sum of the coefficients of 
equation (1) is equal to 0, i.e., 0)1(1 =−+− jiji ξξ . For a planetary gear train with one train 
circuit, there are three members (i, j, and k) can be adjacent to the input shaft, output shaft, 
and frame. 

[Case I]: If carrier k is adjacent to input shaft (ωk=ωin), and sun gear j is adjacent to the 
output shaft (ωj=ωout), according to equation (1), its reduction ratio (Rr) can be written as:
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For a planetary gear train with ξji<0, the reduction ratio 1>Rr>0.
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For a planetary gear train with ξji<0, the reduction ratio 1>Rr>0.

[Case II]: If sun gear j is adjacent to input shaft (ωj=ωin), and carrier k is adjacent to the 
output shaft (ωk=ωout), according to equation (1), its reduction ratio (Rr) can be written as:
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For a planetary gear train with ξji>1, the reduction ratio 1>Rr>0.

3 Existing design
There are many patents [18-20] of multi-speed gear hubs for bicycles. Figure 3 shows a

5-speed planetary-gear unit which is designed by Bergles in 1987 [18]. Table 1 shows its 
corresponding clutch sequence. Based on section 2, the corresponding reduction ratios of 
this 5-speed planetary-gear unit are also shown in table 1.

Fig. 3. Kinematic skeleton of five-speed gear unit [18].

Table 1. Clutch sequence of 5-speed planetary-gear unit.

Speed C4 C5 B2 B3 OWC4 OWC5 Rr Spacing of Rr
1  ※ ※  ※  1.5
2  ※  ※ ※  1.2875 1.1651
3  ※  ※  ※ 1 1.2875
4 ※   ※  ※ 0.7778 1.1651
5 ※  ※   ※ 0.6667 1.2875

※: Engaged

4 Kinematic design
For a 6-speed planetary-gear unit to have the reduction ratios from 1.0 to 0.328 and the 

spacing of reduction ratio is constant.  Table 2 shows the reduction ratio requirements of 
this 6-speed gear unit.

Table 2. The requirements of the 6-speed gear hub.

Speed 1 2 3 4 5 6
Rr 1 0.8 0.64 0.512 0.410 0.328

Spacing of Rr 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25 1.25

4.1 Design concept

First, the design concept, shown in figure 4, is proposed for the kinematic design of  6-
speed planetary-gear unit. According to figure 4, the 6-speed planetary-gear unit is coupled 
by two planetary gear trains (I and II) in which PGT I has two independent train values ξα1

3
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and ξα2 (ξα1<0 and ξα2<0) and PGT II has one independent train value ξβ (ξβ>1). Figure 5
shows the corresponding kinematic skeleton. The reduction ratio of the planetary-gear unit 
is Rr[I]×Rr[II].

Fig. 4. Design concept.

Fig. 5. Kinematic skeleton.

4.2 One way clutch and brake

Generally speaking, the multi-speed planetary-gear unit of bicycle includes the shifting 
control device (Blakes), planetary gear train, and one way clutches. One-way clutch, shown 
in figure 6, consists of the outer ring, rollers, inner ring, and spring (not shown).  For the 
structure shown in figure 6(a), the rotating speed of outer ring is larger than the rotating 
speed of the inner ring, it is in the state of separating and represented as figure 6(c).  For the 
structure shown in figure 6(b), the rotating speed of inner ring is larger than the rotating 
speed of the outer ring, it is in the state of engaging and represented as figure 6(d).

(a)Separating structure     (b) engaging structure           (c) separating         (d) engaging

Fig. 6. One-way clutch.

4.3 Kinematic design of 6-speed planetary-gear unit

Based on the equations. (2)-(3), the reduction ratios of the 6 speeds are expressed as:

0.11 =rR                                                                             (4)
8.0)1/( 112 =−= αα ξξrR                                                      (5)

64.0)1/( 223 =−= αα ξξrR                                                  (6)

512.0/)1(4 =−= ββ ξξrR                                                    (7)

41.0]/)1[()]1/([ 115 =−×−= ββαα ξξξξrR                                 (8)

328.0]/)1[()]1/([ 226 =−×−= ββαα ξξξξrR                             (9)
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4.3 Kinematic design of 6-speed planetary-gear unit

Based on the equations. (2)-(3), the reduction ratios of the 6 speeds are expressed as:

0.11 =rR                                                                             (4)
8.0)1/( 112 =−= αα ξξrR                                                      (5)

64.0)1/( 223 =−= αα ξξrR                                                  (6)

512.0/)1(4 =−= ββ ξξrR                                                    (7)
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According to equations. (4)-(9), if ξα1=-4.026, ξα2=-1.914, and ξβ=2.103, the reduction 
ratios are 1, 0.801, 0.657, 0.524, 0.420, and 0.344. For the planetary-gear unit shown in 
figure 5, if Z2=24, Z3=32, Z5=60, Z5‘=32, Z6=24, Z8a=22, Z8b=14, Z9a=22, and Z9b=22, then 
the train values ξα1=ξ52=-3.9286, ξα2=ξ53=-1.875, and ξβ=ξ56=2.0952. And, the 
corresponding reduction ratios are 1.0, 0.797, 0.652, 0.523, 0.417, and 0.341. The clutch
sequence, reduction ratios, and spacing of reduction ratios are shown in table 3.

Table 3. Clutch sequence, reduction ratios, and meshing efficiency of 6-speed planetary gear unit.
Speed B2 B3 B6 OWC4 OWC5 OWC7 Rr Spacing of Rr Meshing Efficiency

1 ※ ※ 1.0 100%
2 ※ ※ 0.797 1.255 99.84%
3 ※ ※ 0.652 1.222 99.72%
4 ※ ※ ※ 0.523 1.248 98.89%
5 ※ ※ ※ 0.417 1.255 98.73%
6 ※ ※ ※ 0.341 1.222 98.61%

※: Engaged

5 Latent power theorem and meshing efficiency

For a planetary gear train with sun gear i, ring gear j, and carrier k, let Ti, Tj, and Tk be the 
torques of members i, j, and k, respectively. Since, sun gear i, ring gear j, and carrier k
rotate about the same axis, the torque balance equation can be expressed as:

0=++ kji TTT                     (10)

Furthermore, the latent powers of sun gear i and sun gear j relative to carrier k ( k
iP and

k
jP ) are defined as:
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Let k
ijη ( k

jiη ) be the meshing efficiency of planetary gear train if the latent power is 
transmitted from sun gear i (sun gear j) to sun gear j (sun gear i) when carrier k is relatively 
fixed.  Based on the concept of latent power [9-14], the relationship among k

iP and k
jP can 

be expressed as:
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The meshing efficiency of a planetary gear train is defined as the ratio of output power 
to input power, i.e.,

( )
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m PGT
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According to equations. (10)-(14), the meshing efficiencies of case I and case II for a
planetary gear train can be expressed as:

( )
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ξ η
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for ξji>1, ωj=ωin, ωi=0, and ωk=ωout                         (16)

where k
ijη ( k

jiη ) is the meshing efficiency of planetary gear train if the latent power is 
transmitted from sun gear i (sun gear j) to sun gear j (sun gear i) when carrier k is relatively 
fixed. The meshing efficiency of ordinary external gear pair (ηm(ex)) and internal gear pair
(ηm(in)) can be expressed as [15-17]:
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where Rr is the reduction ratio of gear pair, βA1 and βA2 are the angles of approach of 
driving and driven gears, fa and fr are the average friction coefficient of approach and recess. 
For external (internal) gear pair, the meshing efficiencies are between 99.2%~99.6% 
(99.7%~99.9%). For the 6-speed planetary-gear unit, shown in figure 5, if the meshing
efficiencies of external and internal gear pairs are identified as 0.994 and 0.998, then the 
meshing efficiency 0.994 0.998 0.992k

ijη = × = for ξji<0 and 0.994 0.994 0.988k
ijη = × = for 

ξji>1. Then, according to equations. (15)-(16), the meshing efficiencies of the 6 speeds are 
100%, 99.84%, 99.72%, 98.89%, 98.73%, and 98.61% and shown in table 3. Based on the 
above results, the meshing efficiencies of planetary gear devices are very good.

6 Engineering design and prototype manufacture
6.1 The design of control device

According to the planetary gear unit, shown in figure 5, and clutch sequence, shown in table 
3, the corresponding clutch engaging diagrams of the 6 speeds are shown in figures 7(a)-
7(f). Based on figures 7(a)-7(f), the control device can be designed and shown in figure 8.

(a) 1st gear                                    (b) 2nd gear                                    (c) 3rd gear

(d) 4th gear                            (e) 5th gear                               (f) 6th gear
Fig.7. Clutch engaging diagrams of the 6 speeds.
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Fig. 8. Exploded view of control device.

6.2 The design of multi-speed planetary gear unit

According to the figure 7, the module is chosen to be 1.0, the engineering design drawings, 
shown in figures 9(a), 9(b), 9(c), and 9(d), are exploded view, front planetary gear train, 
rear planetary gear train, and one-way clutch, respectively. Figure 10 shows the dimensions 
of this 6-speed planetary gear hub.  Figures 11(a)~11(f) show the engineering drawing of 
engaging diagrams of the 6-speed planetary gear hub.

(a) Exploded view             (b) Front PGT           (c) Rear PGT               (d) One-way clutch
Fig. 9. Engineering drawings of six-speed planetary gear unit.

Fig. 10. Dimensions of 6-speed planetary gear unit.
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(a) 1st speed                                (b) 2nd speed                               (c) 3rd speed

(d) 4th speed                                (e) 5th speed                               (f) 6th speed
Fig. 11. Engineering drawing of engaging diagrams of the 6-speed planetary gear unit.

6.3 The design of operating device

The 6-speed transmission device includes planetary-gear unit, control device, and operating 
device. They are sold together. Therefore, we must design operating device at the same 
time. The operating device of multi-speed transmission device must contain a fixing portion, 
manual operating portion, positioning portion, and cable guiding portion. Also, the 
operating device must have the following features: simple structure, fewer parts, and low 
production costs. In this paper, the positioning portion and spring are designed to be one 
part for simplifying the structure and reducing the number of parts. Figures 13(a) and 13(b)
show the outer view and the sectional view of the operating device.

(a) Outer view                              (b) Sectional view
Fig.12. Operating device of 6-speed transmission device.

6.3 Prototype manufacture 

According the results of engineering design, the prototype and its parts of this 6-speed 
transmission device are manufactured and shown in figues 13(a)-13(f).
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6.3 Prototype manufacture 

According the results of engineering design, the prototype and its parts of this 6-speed 
transmission device are manufactured and shown in figues 13(a)-13(f).

     
(a) Hub                    (b) Gears and carriers           (c) Input shaft and Bearing  

      
(d) Sun gears and ring gear        (e) Control device                           (f) Layout

Fig.14. Prototype of the six-speed planetary gear unit and control device.

7 Conclusions
This paper focused on the systematic design and prototype manufacturing of multi-speed 

transmission device of a bicycle. According to the kinematic design, a 6-speed planetary 
gear unit was synthesized to have reduction ratios 1, 0.797, 0.652, 0.523, 0.417, 0.341
which are good spacing. Based on the proposed design methodology, all multi-speed 
planetary gear units can be synthesized. According to the latent power theorem, its 
corresponding meshing efficiencies were calculated to be 99.84% ~ 98.61% for 2nd speed ~ 
6th speed. Finally, the engineering design of six-speed planetary gear unit was accomplished 
and its corresponding prototype was manufactured to verify the design theorem. In this 
paper, the control device and operating device were also designed.
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